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ilio best rriiwdx Kenyon Oitkw
Ono
had was taken by
UiUi curly February 3 when Major Fred Hoover Zinn a miafrioulate
t his home in Toledo lle was 59 years
of the class of 01 siicciuubed
old

01
those days

FRIEND OF KENYON
when canvas jackets

and erysanthemum haircuts marked all football teams and1 when
gridiron tactics consisted of fly-

x

Xo iliinuias ever M Gamlner Hill with a firmer devotion to his
ing wedges and tandem bucks the
ahna inatw and none ever manifested it in so many practical ways ihiusky
cadet learned to love the
iFor almost four decides every fwMlball squad winch appeared on
Autumn game with a fervor which
Benson Hicld has nchidwl sonve of Fred Zinns boys who came to he
never lost
of his lileJoiu
KiMlVOll
ion to direct toward Kenyan the
Wherever Kenyon teams played
slops of promising prospects
Old Fred was almost certain to
Scholars as well as athletes
iholb up rooting with
the fervor of
were anions the scores of fresh- ment except high school diplomas a freshman
and the day never
College
a
the
entered
who
as
and
neverthe
Jbroken
nln
promise of camie when
was not as loyal in
the Toledoan to see that they victory as he
I
result of Fred Zinns constant camin defeat
No
among
high
schools
for
would
paigning
not sniffer
privation and leader ever inspired a team cheerwith
mospective students
hnve risen to become leaders in such fighting spirit
as he could inWhats more and this was nol their professions
still with a few words about duty
ieuerally known among the many
It would be diiffieult to enumer- and with
his unfailing example of
X
hundreds of alumni who knew the ate the scores of alumni
whose support in bad seasons as well
Toledo broker as Kenyans aioe re- first contact with the College came as in good
ones
cruiting officer
dozens olf worthy through the activity of Major Ziinn
Fred Hoover Zinn was horn in
boys who were without financial
but because he placed his conn- Sidney Ohio
but until 20 years
resources went through college on try and his country alone above ago he
lived
funds from the generous pocket the College in his affections his time he was in Sandusky At one
head of a Masonic
own residence in Kenyon was Lodge alt Sandusky
of the genial bachelor whose entire
I
and until his
life wtos devoted to Kenyon
brief
death he retained his nremibership
They didnt have to star in athAfter completing his preparatory iti Grace Episcopal
MAJOR F H ZINN
church at that
letics either ifor although most of course at Kenyon Military
Acacity For 17 years he was associat- tunes and was always as cheerful
boys
were sturdy demy he entered the class of 01 ed with Otis
Fred Zinns
on the reibound as on the slump
participants in sports of many but soon left the Hill to join the brokers but two Company stock
His training in K M A and his
decades
aigo
he
mums he steered to Ganibier many
ranks as a private in the Spanishremoved to become vice president taste of real war in 189S put him
whose activities were centered in American war
in line for rapid promotion when
and manager for the First CleveSome of them have
their studies
It was as a boy in K M A that land Corporation
In his business the United States
entered
the
arrived on the Hill with no equip
he acquired his love of sports In life he
made and lost several for World War
At Camp Sherman near Chilli
i-
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KKXYOX COLLEGE
Down Report Changed

RIDGELEY TORRENCE
TO SPEAKTO P B K

Poet And
Playwrights Talk To
Follow Initiation

Noted

Editor

The number of down periods per
semester was reduced from three
to two by a vote of the faculty at
a meeting held Monday afternoon
Under the new arrangement two
deficiency reports a semester will
be handed out the first on March
IS the second on April 29

KENYON OFFERS CREDIT
FOR STUDY IN FRANCE

Ridgeley Torrence Princeteditor
a distinguished
on 97
poet playwright and educator will
Beta Junior Year At Cite Uni
be initiated into Kenyons
Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa and
versity Paris Inter
wldreas the members of the Kenests Many
yon Chapter on February 22
Transferring at the beginning of
Kenyon is among the nine midhis Junior year from Miami ttaivwestern colleges from which stuersilty Oxford Ohio to Princeton
University Mr Torrence activat- dents may receive college credit
for studying during their junoir
ed himself at Princeton in the Triyear at the University of Paris it
angle Club and in the editorship
was
announced by college authoriNasand the
of both the Tiger
two weeks ago The group is
ties
sou Lit
by the College of Woossponsored
Following two years as a school
is
under the direction of
and
ter
libmaster and several more as a
Dotwrie headi of the
Donlald
Dr
work
editorial
essayed
rarian he
United States House at the Cite
serving on the Critic and Cosmopolitan From 1920 to 1933 he was Unlversi taire
Courses will be taught in Englauded far and wide as poetry edilish and later in French by outtor of the New Republic
memiberis of the Universtanding
of
His authorship of The House
The schedule will
of
sity
Paris
century
of
a
Lights
i Hundred
in French gramcourses
of
consist
quatrains won him immediate acmar inteinaitional relations and
claim
the
music and art appreciation
As a part of his rich and sympatlatter being accompanied by field
and concert
hetic life Mr Torrence later in work to miuseuimis
among the special feaChief
halls
original
life turned to fresh and
tures of this plan is a two weeks
American Negro representations on sojourn in Geneva for the purpose
the stage
It is to this work of attending sesisdonlsi of the
weekwhich has been described as the league of Nations Several
trips to French cities of hismost important contribution that end
torical interest are likewise planlias yet been made to the Almerined
devotican stage
that he is now
The most important single atng himself in Cleveland
of this unique plan is that
traction
Essentially however a lyric poet
little
only about 1200
the flajwlessness of his work is it costs
the cost of a year in an
The more than university
exemplified by the poems
American
Evensong
Son
Eye Witness
During his recent visit to Kenand other favorites of the finely
RobDr Lowrie interested
yon
discriminating
Bolb
Watts
Sidney
Moore
ert
His lecture Will follow the inijr
MlflPherson
Pringle
Jack
tiation of himself and seven underK C Ohristiangraduates Richard Stamim Jack SparUey Clements
David FeaPaul son Rolbert Williams
Legg
Warthman
Rolbert
Small in the ParAyres William Alexander
T B gans and Chase
Study
Terry Jr and Robert Sonenfield is Plan of
into the honorary scholastic fratMr

Singers To Toledo

ernity

The Kenyon Singers will present
first concert of the concert seaits
TWENTY FOUR QUIT
son at St Marks Church in Toledo
AT MID SEMESTERS Friday night
It will be the third annual concert given in that city and will include several selections by the enThere are now twenty- one fewer tire organization of twenty- five or
men enrolled in Kenyon than there
thirty men as well as selections
The group
were last semester the registrars
by the Kenyon Octet
llice announced today
will again be under the leadership
Newly enrolled students in the of Dr Edward Weist
follege are Alfred Harris
S L
f Cleveland
Ohio Henry Edgerton
Dr Paul Titus Speaks
s H of Schullsburg Wisconsin
ad Rupert Anderson Jr of Mt
vernon
Dr Paul Titus professor of ecowas
nomics at Kenyon college
Of those who are no longer
the February
at
speaker
principal
grades
in
twelve failed
County SchooSht
transferred and four were meeting of the Knox Tuesday evenheld
club
lmasters
Riaduated
high
There arc now 2S1 students in ing Feb 7 in the Gambier
school
ie college
enJolle-

d

t-

r
1

cothe Major Zinn was in charge
of the work of mustering out the
m embers of the Ohio Division after the armistice in 191S and every man who passed his desk received in addition to his discharge papers a bit of kidding
and a pat on the back As an officer of the lWih Depot Brigade his
work brought lum into closer contact witli enlisted men than would
have been the case if he had been
attached to another branch of the
service and he enjoyed the friendship and respect of thousands
Hut Kenyon was the lifelong
interest of the Major His advice
and money were available to any
form of college activity Collegian
Reveille Hi lea and all others When
the old Puff and Powder Club or
the Glee Club staged a performance
in Northern Ohio Fred Zinn was
sure to be in the audience He attended meetings of alumni associations in a half dozen cities between the Great Lakes and the
Ohio and no commencement seemed complete without hiim His visits to Gambier were almost weekly
until he suffered a paralytic stroke
last October his first and last
serious illness
Whenever Fred Zinn appeared

mil

Movie in Philo

on the Hill he was greeted by veterans of the faculty and by elderly
alumni as well as by undergraduates whose presence on the roster
was due to his efforts
He en-

joyed strolling through all the divisions of the dormitories
for
there was not one whose alumni
roll did not include men whom he
had sent to Kenyon He served at
times on the Alumni Council and in
the General Alumni Association
As an alumnus of the original
Zeta Alpha he became a charter
member of Theta Chapter of Phi
Kappa Sigma when the local fraiterniity attained national affiliation
He also was an honorary
member of several undergraduate
inter- divisional organizations which
existed on the Hill during his
more than four decades of active
interest in Kenyon and Kenyon

men

j

He was a Thirty- second Degree
Mason a Shriner a member of
the American Legion and of the
Inverness Country Club at Toledo
His only near relative surviving is
his mother Mrs Jessie Lind Zinn
Funeral services were conducted Sunday afternoon Feb 5 at the
Flagler Mortuary in Toledo with
burial Monday in Gracedand Cemetery Sidney

Cheers Resound As
Bock Beer Season

IAN

Opens at Last

GAMBIER OHIO FEBRUARY 16 1939

COMMITTEE PRESENTS
ORGANIZATION PLANS
Outlines Competitive Sys
tern For Press Appoint

ments
Reorganization with an attempt
to establish more of a permanauicy
than now exists in the organization of Kenyon Colleges three student publications was the aim of a
recently appointed student
committee which met with dean Gilbert T Hoag last Friday
Comiposed of the editors and business managers of the Hika Reveille and OOIXEGIAN and four
members of the Student Executtive
Council
the committee discussed
arrangements which could he made
to assure the appointment of the
most worthy men as successors to
the six editorial and business
posts
With Dean Hoag as advisor
committeemen
James McKanley
and Robert Brown of the Reveille
Dave MoDowell and E J Witeher
of Hika Rohert Sonenfleld and
Robert Mitchell Jr of the Collegian Robert Legg Arvid Daurila
M L Shaw jr and Art Kohler outlined a program which will be presented to the executive council at
a meeting of jthe council to be held
Tuesday

Revielle Posts
As the school year draws to a
close activity on the Revielle
will be heightened At present
there are openings for three
sophomores on the editorial
staff and five freshmen on the
business staff
Since this editorship and
managership of the vear book
is assumed during a suidnts
junior year early activities ti
this publication are necessary
to groom men for the openings

THE VQLYES
TO EE
STAGED HERE MAR

XO 14

HARRY GRUNAUS ORCHESTRA TO PLAY
FOR FEBRUARY FROLIC

SATURDAY

Annual MidYear Dance Organized By Senior Coun
cil Classes To Be Held Saturday
Committee Of Three
To Award 25 Prize
For Best News Story

I

With Dr John W Black professor of speech at the controls the
program of spring plays presented
by the Kenyon Dramatic club is
rapidly being put into shape
The initial offering is to be The
Wolves
best known of Remain
Hollands plays This play has been
successfully presented on European
stages on Broadway and at the
Pasadena Community Playhouse
as well as in various colleges and
universities
It deals with the universal and
ever timely problem of leadership
among revolutionary idealists and
shows against the kaleidoscopic
background of the late years of
tne French revolution the popular leaders turning upon an innocent suspect and sacrificing him to
their lust for blood and power
HAWKE TO REPRESENT
The Wolves will be presented
1
Wednesday
with an exKENYON IN CONTEST cellent cast March
Other plays this season are the
Eric Haiwke recently winner of freshman play Texas Steer
a
third place in the Kenyon ora- comedy of IS lb century politics
a
torical contest will represent Ken- and Shakespeares Coriolanus
diama of Roman statecraft to be
yon in the annual Ohio Initercollegiate Oratorical contest to be produced March 15 and March 29
respectively
held at Kent State University
Kent Friday February 17 in the
Main and Training School AuditorPOWELL GETS GRANT
iums
The business session of the asFOR CLOUD CHAMBER
sociation will he held at 10 00 a
m with the preliminary contest at
Dr Wilson
Gambier Feb 1
300 in the afternoon and the finals
M Powell
assistant professor of
a S p m Orators from 13 colleges
physics at Kenyon college has
will participate
The contest last year was held just received a grant of 175 from
at the University of Akron and was the Rumford fund of the American
won by Tracey Jones from Ohio Academy of Arts and Sciences in
Boston for research in cosmic rays
Wesleyan
This grant will make it possible
for Dr Powell to continue his
EBERLE TALKS BEFORE
work with the cloud chamber
RIDING AND POLO CLUB which he began last spring and
has been able to carry on through
the generosity of Henry G Dalton
Members of the Kenyon Riding of Cleveland Unless unexpected
and Polo club were entertained last difficulties arise due to the unFriday evening when Captain Fredusual size of the cloud chamber
eric Eberle related his experiences the grant will enable Dr Powell to
on a cruise through the Caribbean complete the construction
Sea with Count von Luckner
Von Luckner
is the famous
World War blockade- runner whose
Intramural Polo
daring feats Lowell Thomas described in his book Sea Devils
Intramural polo will begin about
The cruise was made in a fourmasted sail boat and the passen- the first of March it was announcgers consisted of boys from fifteen ed this week Divisions should now
be making arrangements for repto twenty- five years of age
Captain Eberle accompanied the resentation in this new intramural
sport if they wish to participate
group as director of the boys
l

DIES IN TOLEDO

A prize of 2500 for the best
news story in The CliciUu of
the current year which President
Chalmers offered to the Collegian a
few weeks ago will be awarded by
a jury of three It was announced
this week
The chairman ofi the jury of
awards is Professor Phillip Timiberlake once an editor of The Collegian himself Two other former
editors will also apt as judges Blrioh B Davis 17 the Literary Editor of The Cleveland Press
and
SI of
Mr Charles T Malieotmson
the Washington toureau of The Philadelphia Record
All stories wniitten by undergraduates during the current academic
year up until the present Collegian
editors go out of office will be considered by the judges They will
make their decisions between the
time the present editors go out of
office and Coinnmencemenit

BOB LEGG ELECTED
FLYING CLUB HEAD
At a recent meeting of the KenCollege Flying Club new officers were elected for the coming semester The election not a
common practice since offices regularly held for a full year was necessitated by the graduation of
president
Clark Henderson
Replacing Mr Henderson as preRo39
sident is Robert Legg
to
lbert Sonenfield was selected
continue in his position as treasurer the office of secretary vacated by Mr Legg was given to Hallock Hoffman 41 These men will
continue in office until the end of
this semester
yon

former-

R0CKFORD GALS INVITE
FORTY TO DANCE MAR

4

With customary finesse Kenyon
men are drumming up trade and it
is evident to all that Kenyon is in
a dancing mood
The February Frolic inaugurated last year on the occasion of an
invasion from Rockford is to ji
held on Saturday this time without
benefit of Rockford
The dance on Saturday which is
the highlight of the week- end will
be presided over by Harry Grunau
trump it virtuoso
According to reports Harry Grunau should prove eminently successful on his Kenyon debut Grunau is the only Trumpeter who can
hold a high note for seventeen
minutes Thelma Walters the singing artists model is one of three
featureid vocolists
iwho
should
make the evening interesiuing for
all concerned
Novelties are many in the versatile Grunau organization A glee
clulb a brass choir and a trombone
choir are all expected to make appearances before the evening is
over In addition the crowd will
be entertained by Bill Gannon who
is a drummer of the Krupa style
as well as a featured vocalist
The dance is Informal and will
break up at two a m From there
on the party will continue in the
division till such time as someone
admits that she or he is tired
Then it is assumed that they will
go to bed

Timberlake To Edit
Collegian Alumni
Supplement Feb 23
Mr

Guy

W

Jrosser

10

of

Cleveland the President
of the
Alumni
Council
has announced
that the Alumni Supplement to The
Collegian will be edited by Dr
Philip W Timberlake
McIIvaine
Associate Professor of English in
the College and will be published
the lasd week In February
An alumni questionnaire
has
been sent to all Kenyon alumni to
Raiher material to be incorporated
in the supplement
Francis Giun 32 of Gates Mills
Ohio has been active in collecting aliurini ikjws for the last two
months

Turn about being fairplay forty
men have been invited to
Rockford College for girls RockBeginners In Riding
ford 111 to attend a Kenyon dance
there on March 4
Classes for beginners in riding
This invitation follows Uie
ockford
dance held at Ken- will be held from 415 to 515 on
Wednesdays and Fridays it way
yon last year
Expenses for the week- end ex- announced this Wfi- k by Captai
cluding transportation
and inci- Frederic Bborle
i
Those in experienced in riV3
dentals will be taken care of by
who
to
wish
spendf
be
able to
Rockford College
in attending on the bridle path this
Those interested
should see the beads of their di- should enroll in these c
said C apt si in Klw- rle
visions
Kenyon

KenyonR-
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High School Graduates Have Best
Chance in Job- Getting Says Fortune

DR R
DR

CAHALL VISITS
WILLIAM F PEIRCE
D

i-

During the between the semester
Those swi- fappointed arbiters of the American sceue Uie editors holiday Dr R D Cahall enjoyed o
of Fortune come to grips in their February issue with the groaning
NationalAdvertisingServiceJnc
visit with Mr and Mrs Win Foster
sp- ctre of higher education
CW
hpruntativ
fAve new York N Y
of extracting opinion from iMerce at their home in Harford
method
tiresomely
ubscriruon1 and Advertis
For
accurate
the
lVng
aiMreii the business 420 Madison Lo
inK Kp1
hat part of the public which is always ready to get rid of it the ounty Maryland
akcilh 5 FKuuo
oto
cniooo
Jammer Ohio
Maria
straw pol they have compiled a knotty row of statistics purporting
While there Dr Cahall was enDollars a
o
Two
to prove that a diploma is no longer the magic carpet to a cushy seat
Subscriptions
TllI jtiiai
Puimn
by some of Dr Pierces
tertained
year In advance
Ml Vernon Ohio
ijpaicuiijr uie giwii uucthou uh u
in a panelled ouice
interesting and hospitable friends
swa uAs this dream whole either
19JS
1939
Member
which ina someday prove embar- greatest chance for success
The living in Harford county
to the vast teaching fra fart hoi West we get the less cerassing
Dr leine has since his return
Pbsocided GoCcialo Press
rnity
Caliin
people
became
until
Europe addressed groups in
from
tain
opinion
public
Fortune sampled
ap
and iiellai e on lnteriiaEditor
Jialtiniore
is
39
Robert Sonenfield
nioii uu j- u fornia where the sunshine
on tile quest ion
in
Associate Editor
Theodore S Cobbey 40
think has a better chance of earn- parently considered enough for a tional relations He has been in
address
Sports Editor
Jack Barlow 40
ing a living today a high school young man starting out in me vited to deliver an Washington
Assistant Editor
J W Clarke
graduate who has had four years world only 19 per cent will agree March to a group in
Assistant Editor
of experience or a man just out No one came right out and said D C under the auspices of the
Hallock Hoffman
The serious thinking they considered an A B a hin Kenyon alumni there
of college
Editor
Assistant
Young
Donald
Dr Cahall stated that Dr Pierce
of the great American classes drance everywhere except on the
stratisingularly
in good health and is enjoying
be
is
to
seem
would
Manager
high
seas
Business
Robert A Mitchell Jr 39
nemajority
of
freedom from official duties He
his
the
in
that
fied
The weakness of the poll of
Circulation Manager
George McMullin 40
groes and the prosperous class- course lies in the failure of the lives much out of doors working
Manager
Advertising
41
Jack Mallett
es both agree that a college educa- editors
to distinguish
between around his thirty- acre estate
Advertising Manager
Richard Shepherd 41
is highly desirable Others be- earning a living and a career The
tion
After a three day stay with Dr
Manager
Advertising
Charles Sherk 42
lieved the college man falls behind distinction may seem over subtle Pierce Dr Cahall called on his
at first because of his four years until one is faced with the prob- son Robert at Swarthmore Pa
immuration in the ivy but even- lem of adjusting the two on com- where he is a student in SwarthAlcove Singers
tually leaps ahead of his high pleting the higher education
more college
school competitors Significant is
Tradition is of varying Importhe fact that executives who do
MODERN UTOPIA OUTLINED IN
the hiring give the high school
tance in different schools genergraduate with four years of exally speaking the more recently
perience the best chance by a vote
ALLEN GRANT
founded colleges have loss tradiTALK BY R F D
of 41 per cent againslt 28 per cent
tion the older colleges more Tofor the college graduate
Opinion varies greatly in differdays Kenyon as one of the oldest
Allen Smart one of the few not work together and the school acts
The
ent sections of the country
schools in this pan of the country
is the most inclined to born to the land who has made a as a balancing agent Its function
Northeast
many
traditions
has inherited
believe that an A B has the success of farming gave an ex- is fourfold to education the chilrotm the legions of students of
tremely thorough analysis of the dren of the community to educate
Young
By Don
importance of the rural communi- children from outside the comprevious decades Her traditions
ty in the social pattern of the munity to be a source of the sciaxe an Intimate part of her life
RESETTLEMENT PLANNED
country in a lecture here on Mon- ences and the arts for the adult
Sonenfield Hoffmen
Perhaps however our traditions
day night
LONDON Feb 14
workers of the community and to
Elected Delegates
should be examined to discover i
corporaMr Smart a graduate of Harinternational
private
A
learning a part of work and
make
day
present
a
to
they are of value
TO N I F C Conclave vard and the other of several nov- play Because of the strong sense
will finance the resetwhich
tion
rather
Perhaps
modern Kenyon
els including the widely read R
UOO
that the school was an integral
German Jews
than adding to our life they are tlement of 600
F D worked for a publishing and
functioning part of the comearly
Washington
to
Journeying
are
auhabits which
horseand- uuggy
during the next live years was
house and taught school in the munity the children would feel
proporholding us back
large
a
will
he
Governmental
month
next
East for several years before he themselves more a part of it The
thorized by the IntersingLets take for example themeals
a same would be true in the case of
The committee tion of the members oif Kenyons came to Ohio and purchased
committee
Refugee
at
done
beeui
ing that has
farm
nCluib to attend the National
Flying
on
Jewish
depend
probably
more
will
noted
the church if properly handled
is
Kenyon
in the past
His topic was Modern Utopias
The corporations Conference of the National InterThat there would be difficulty in
wideJy tor her singing that any anced loans
and he demonstrated convincingly adjusting
remajor problem will be to keep the collegiate Flying Club
an apparently communisother one thing It has beenTHIS
that a solid approach to the dream tic and certainly unusual communJews in Germany alive long enough
corded it has been IN
The Conference which is to be of philosophers lay in small copoity to the great urban capitalistic
FAST an everyday pari of our to evacuate them
held on the 6th and 71th of March erative communities The basis of centers which surrounded it he
lives
will be attended by 50 or 60 dele- these communities would be com- did not deny
FRANCE AS CATS PAW
But the lecturer
Now however the tradition is
gates from the ioore of member munal ownership of the means of made clearly the point that this
disappearing As a matter oil fact
14
production and he stressed the
it has been three weeks since even WASHINGTON Feb
of community is not communClubs During the conference matpoint that such an arrangement sort in the sense we think of it
This
On the heels of extensive pubthe thrill has been sung
istic
coiminig year
was the logical working out of the
may bo lor any one of several rea- licity concerning U S military aid ters of policy for the
but an effort to strengthen and
The moat obvious Is that to ranee resulting from the pres- will be discussed contest rules re- common problems challenging a solidify the sections of the counsons
i
viewed and the location of the group of people who are gaining
within
the students have come personally
observer aboard National Collegiate Meet decided their living on the same few miles try by concentrated effort
to the conclusion that the singing ence of a French
communities
small
of
borders
the
Cali
Representing Kenyon as dele- of land and not the fearsome bois too much bather or no longer an army plane being tested in
way to build up a firm
Loriiia came in announcement uiai gates to the conference will be geyman of theoretical Commun- and in this
nation
wai00
purchased
Robert Soneimfield and BalloCk ism
no longer wish io sing Or It may France has
manufacHoffman who were chosen for the
be that the Kenyon spirit which planes from American
Mr Smart stated that he was a
100
has always been such a dominant turers This is in addition tomind job at the last regular meeting of democrat and that as such he was
year
We
dont
ordered
last
Kenyon
is
Flying
Club
Almost
Kenyon
tradition
the
influence on
interested primarily in making it
France puling our chestnuts out of the entire club has planned to at- work The
dying out at last
best way to this he
to
know
we
would
like
tend the conference however
But much more likely is the the fire but
to
is
feels
its principles
powerful
The party transporting them- within your apply
assumption that the seniors now just what our stake is A
own community and
divided since half of them have French air force certainly doesnt selves by auto will leave Gambler try to make them stick A purely
help us in South America where on Sunday morning March 8th
moved to the exclusive alcove
academic interest iu great politisimply do not start the songs and we have some very valuable chest- and expect to return Wednesday
cal
movements abroad as reflectjeopardnow
years
L
N
president
in
are
of
This
the
nuts and which
that the rest of the students
F C is Clark Henderson late pre- ed by newspapers and magazines
deference to the seniors do not ized by Nazi infiltration
sident of the Kenyon Flying Club is a gilt- edged way of avoiding
wish to overstep their traditional
Only hwo college1 men out of
who graduated at mid- semester pressing issues in your own counauthority
STREAMLINED DIVORCES
Present Kenyon Club president is try
ten would go to war today volunWe are of the opinion that KenRobert Legg who said recently
Mr Smart went thoroughly into tary a survey by the Student Opyans singing has been a fine and HELFNA Mont Feb 14
We hope that the National Con- the question of the practical or- inion Surveys of America reveals
We are sorry
beneficial tradition
Montana is now preparing to
to see it go
make its bid for the lucrative di- ference will give Kenyon fliers ganization of these ideal communiThese polls are taken by colleges
H B H
ties The money necessary
to
vorce indutsry hitherto centered in a chance to arrange several dual
befound them he felt with reason all over the nation and the results
Reno Nevada A recent law re- meets for the coming semester
fore
Resembling somewhat
National
We
in
meet
the
June
would not be hard to raise The tabulated
quires only 30 days residence fur know
Polo Poor
that as it has been in the government is particularly inter- the Public Opinion Surveys of Dr
divorce action which is 14 days past the
National Conference will
Gallup these surveys closely apIf a man had a high priced car less than the Nevada statute de- be very successful and that we ested in resettlement projects and proximate the results obtained by
has
see
we
the
contributed
heavily
can
date
this
towards
will meet many good fliers and
given to him he would indeed feel mands At off
several From a study of past co- the Gallup polls
when you can have
day not far
According to sections of ithe
fortunate If someone gave him the breakfast with your wife catch fine men representing the other at- operative communities in America
tending clulbs
of those who
car and then took away the bat- the morning plane establish resihe has concluded that they are on- country the vote fightl
is Far
they would
said
same
ly
one
the
of
oclock
successful
at
susdence
they
when
jbe
rather
would
mau
tery the
are
817 per cent
States
Western
papers
at
your
get
tained
by
final
some
strong common
foolish to allow the car and the afternoon
per cent
passion such as religion The re- Southern States178 215
noon and have dinner with a new
per cent MidWest
Central
benefits to be derived therefrom to spouse at seven the self- same eve- OPERA SEASON OPENS
vival of some sort of faith would
per centi New
go to waste rather than buy a new ning
MARCH 27 IN CLEVE be necessary and might be easier dle Atlantic 174
England 154 per cent and East
battery for the car
in a small community fired by the Central 147 per cent The nation
NEW POPE
A brilliant spring festival of land
Kenyon has been graced with an
as a whole voted 197 per cent in
The working core of the ideal favor of fighting and 803 per cent
outstanding polo facilities an ex- BERLIN Feb 14
grand opera is foreseen with the
rural community he empasized against
cellent string of ponies adequate
official announcement of the members of
Das Schwarze Corps
consists of the farm the shop and
stables an enviable field and a newspaper of Hitlers black shirts the company and
Typical icomments from both
operas
the eight
the school The farm and the shop sides included statements like the
well
host of polo enthusiasts
to advise the new pope to be presented in Cleveland by the
undertook
trained under the tutelage of an whomever he may be to keep out
one from a Dartmouth sophomore
Metropolitan Opera Association of
able coach
who said Id follow the U S
of political affairs Without specifIn the past the purpose of the
anywhere my icounjtry right or
ically suggesting a candidate the New York the week of March 27
wrong
Opponents of war were
stables has been two fold Students newspaper took exception
to sev- through April 1
quite as emphatic in their belief
have enjoyed the healthfulness of eral eligible cardinals including
Such notable stars as Lily Pons
riding and the college has gained
A Texas senior said Id rather
of Chicago whom it Tibbetit Kirsteni Flagstad
Mela widespread reputation as the Mundelein
sit in jail than fight in any war
a German Hater The pa- chior Helen Jepson Grace Moore
termed
small college which could offer a per
Finding a Cause was the subthat it would unrelent- Pinza and Martinelli will sing in
strong challenge to any collegiate inglystated
ject of President Gordon K Chal- GRANT McLAGLEN
pillory any misuse of religion Cleveland this year
polo team
A colorful first night is in prospolitical purposes
even if
mers address given before the
FAIRBANKS TEAMED
Now the college is cut off from for
pect with Verdis Othello with Episcopal
up an encyare
the
dictates
dolled
IN KIPLING STORY
Church
Club of Cleveland
the latter benefit when for a slight
Martinelli in the title role supportsum a new battery could be pur- clicals or pastoral letters
the
at
Cleveland
Athletic
club
ed by Helen Jepson and Lawrence
Appealing at the Veron theater
R
chased
during mid term vacation
Tibbett
week- end is Gunga Din
this
stirTuesday
evening
The title of the firm was changMarch 2S
Bitterness
he said will do us
JOSEPH CASS 68 DIES
ed in 1SS1 to the Morrison and Grace Moore will make the first no good in any future struggle ring drama of Kiplings India
Teamed together for the first
Paper Company and Mr of her two appearances in the title against
dictators in behalf of de- time Cary Grant Victor McLagen
WAS NINETY YEARS OLD Cass
Cass continued as a partner until role of Charpentierd opera
and Douglas Fairbanks
Louise with incidental dances by mocracy
1S99 when he became a director
Jr are
Dr Chalmers stressed
Joseph Kerr Cass 6S chairman of the West Virginia Pulp and Pa- Maria Gambarelli new primaball- erina
the im- seen as three comrade sergeants
of the Metropolitan Corps portance of the American college whose adventures form the basis of
of the board of the West Virginia per Company
and university as a means of mak- the stirring screen version of the
Pulp and Paper Company since
Mr Cass belonged to Delta Kap- de Ballet
The remainder of the repertoire ing us more generous and discern- famous ballad by Rudyard Kipling
1909 died Nov 1 at his home on pa Epsilon fraternity the UniverGunga Din
ing beings
now playing at the
Rivenriew Road after a years ill- sity and Union League Clubs of is as follows
Wednesday eve Walkuere
With liberties denied in many Vernon theater
ness He celebrated his ninetieth New York the Duquesne Club of
Thursday
eve Thais
The three stars each of whom
countries the defense of democrabirthday on Oct 10
Pittsburgh and the Sleepy Hollow
Friday mat Ma nan
cy becomes for Americans a cause has soared to new fame in recent
Mr Cass W3s born at Coshocton Country Club A son Charles AnFriday eve Lohengrin
The strife is an intellectual one
months portray a trio of British
hlo In 1S69 a year after his derson Cass and a sister Mrs BerSaturday mat Tosca
The best thing of all that one soldiers stationed at an army post
duation from Kenyon College non T Woodle survive
Saturday eve Lucia di Lammercan do to promote a good cause is in northern India Their exciting
egan work as a surveyor for
Mr Cass was the oldest living moor
be a good man for the better experiences while trying to quell
to
and Rapids and Indiana Rall- graduate of Kenyon College since
The performances of the opera educated we are the more human an uprising among a band of reTe was with the
August 31 193S the date of the will be in the
PennsylCleveland Public we are and the more real know- ligious fanatics who commit wholeilroad in Pittsburgh from death of a former oldest living Auditorium Seats range
from 1 ledge we have of God man and sale murder according to religious
1S76 when he became a graduate
the Rev Samuel J
o 55 in price for single performnature and the more valid for us rites provide the dramatic action
uuuninuiiihe Morrison Bare and French 1S67 AB Kenyon
ances
any cause will become
of the story
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Wall Switch Baffles
Cosmic Ray Powell
Upon immediate
reflection it
might seem that the mastery of
the intricacies of action of the elusive cosmic rays should presup
pose a knowledge of the operations
of a laymans house lamp Dr Wilson Cosmic Ray Powell proves
this is not so
Cosmic Ray
It is said that
Powell had since his first days at
Kenyon been delving into a problem more down to earth and yet
much more complex than the cloud
chamber Briefly it concerned a
light in the doctors house which
iiad remained dim for yea thaw
many years
It had not been so because of
any sacred rites or mystic sect
which prohibited light rays nor
even because of a complicated experiment neanby
To use the vernacular the d- ni
thing wouldnt work After exhauswith new
tive experimentation
bulbs the doctor decided to amuse
himself by watching an electrician
writhe in agony over the light The
electrician came but did not
writhe he ignored the wall switch
which had annoyed the physist
and pulled a string hanging from
the fixture Doctor Powells light
works now

Mr R

After Two Years Here

CAT

College Men

Against War
Survey Says

Be A Good Man
Cries Chalmers

Jarrell To Leave

The Collegian herewith prints a
letter received from President GorKeith Chalmers in regard to
the dismissal of Mr Rendell Jarrell of the Kenyon English department
For the past two years Mr
Randall Jarrell has been
teaching two oounses in English which otherwise could not
have been taught because all
the other members of the English Department were carrying
such heavy schedules The College has been fortunate in obtainling the services of a man
of such ability as IMr Jarrell
to provide the extra teaching
necessary In laying out its
curriculum for the next two
years the English Department
unanimously decided that while
it would like to recommend
the reappointment of Mr Jarrell the annual teaching load
under the new program does
not warrant asking for extra
help
The English offerings have
been undergoing reorganization The courses to be an
tion
The courses to be announced in the new catalogue
describe a richer series of studies and a more comprehensive view of English and Am
erican Literature than heretofore To make this possible the
Department is proposing that
a great many courses be offered only in alternate years The
result of this procedure is that
though more courses wil be offered in two years than in any
recent two- year period fewer
courses wil be offered in one
year than are offered this
year This being true they
oould not recommend to continue the special appointment
of someone to carry extra
work
I have received a communication signed by a great many

don

students

are concentrating
all of the departments of the College urging
who

in almost

the renewal of Mr
pointment
and

Jarrells

ap-

expressing
their admiration of him as a
distinguished practitioner and
artist an able teacher and a
man of alert and extraordinarily thorough knowledge of
English Literature Many similar things in praise of Mr
Jarrells work recently been
said by senoir members of the
College community as well
fWhile
inviting
Mr Jarrell and in reinviting him last
year it was clear that the engagement was year by year I
regret exceedingly that circumstances are such that the
College would not be justified
in asking him to stay a third
year for he has unquestionably provided instruction and
an informal interest in the arts
and letters which we look for
in a vigorous and original

teacher

GORDON

K

CHALMERS

COLLEGE ENROLLMENT
UP 68
SAYS SURVEY
According
to an article in
School and Society written by Dr
Raymond Walters president of the
University of Cincinnati the total
number of students attending college this year is 1250000 or 68
more than in 1937 These figures
are based on reports collected by
Dr Walters from 577 colleges and
is the twentieth annual study that
he has made of the subject He attributes thlg large increase to improved economic conditions and to
federal aid
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FAST AND LOOSE
Coming Soon
Mickey Rooney in THE ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEBERRY
in
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Aliddle Leonard Volley Ball Champs

SWIMMERS FALL TO
PITT FOR FIRST DEFEAT
for the second time this

Upset

Intel coached Kenyon nalators were heavily dunked hy a
squad
more powerful Pittsburgh
Nuwatney and the Leiders22
iein shone for Pitt while Captain
and Sophomore Bolb
Bill Grififin
Tanner with Sid Vinnedge showed
excellent form for Kenyon
The score is no indication of the
closeness of the meet Griffin in
winning the 130
backstroke defeated the Eastern Intercollegiate
diampiotij
Beacon of Pittsburgh
Tanner won the breaststroke with
little difficulty iu beating Leiderseiand Shulness of Pitt
The Kenyon natators hope to return to their winning ways against
Concord Teachers and Oberlm both
pool this week- end
in Shaffer
year the

f

52-

U00PSTERS LOSE TWO

I

YTIEDEMAX

I

1

DUQUESXE

I

I

POCBOCK

RED TOP BOCK

Case

I

Keg

over to the Smoky
City to meet Tech in their home
waters the Purple and White set
300 yds
nree neiw pool records
medley relay 150 yds backstroke
yds breaststroke
Captain Bill Griffin led his team
by giving
the most outstanding
performance of the meet He eased himself to a new pool record
leaving the two Tech men to finish in a dead heat 25 yards be-

and 200

Mount Vernon

hind

making a big splash was
Rowes taking first in both
and 100 yard dashes

GAGE

i

SEASON PROGRESSES

I

H

P

games were played in
mural basketball
league Middle
Kenyon overwhelmed a green West

lili I n

GEM LAUNDRY
Albert E Auskings
17

N Main St

Phone 195 1
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Flowers For All Occasions
WILLIAMS FLOWER SHOP
Main St

14 S

f

Ohio

STONES GRILL
Fine Food
Beer Liquor
And Wine
Have Us Mix Your Favorite Drink

HECKLERS
DRUG 2
STORES

2

SOFT DRINKS

SANDWICHES

Main

115 S

BEER TO TAKE OUT

MT

GENES

Public Square

Safe

TAXI

900

Mt Vernon
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I

Arrow Ties

Arrow Shirts
For Quality
and Style
At A Modest
Price
SHOP AT

DOWDS- RUDIN
Knox Countys Greatest Store

Interwoven

HOSE

St

Fruit of Loom

VERNONS LEADING
DRUG STORES

PAJAMAS

VERNON

V1T

O
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PATH CAFE
Gambler Ohio

15

Wines

Cte to mio mvVML Vlfm

Wing

GIVE YOUR PIPE WOES

5

in

intramural

also centered on the
tourney which gets under
vay this week The draw for intramural bowling has also been posted
and both these tourneys
will proved as scheduled

THAT GRAND TOBACCO IN
EVERY BIG RED PA TIN

was

Open 8 a m to 12 p m except Sunday

FRED MINNTCH

iiiiaiaMaaiaiiaIIBIIBIIiaaBatlaaallsaaia1Ba

Mt Vernon
Phone

163

f

JAMERONS

Cosmetics

Sundries
At Lowest Prices

Millers Cut Rate
DRUG STORE
Mt Vernon

M

TI

11

laI

3

ia

li

f
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J Rmoldi Tobacco Company

7OU get extra taste extra mildness out of your pipe when
X you put no- bite treated Prince Albert in it P A smokes
cool and mellow with a full rich body Tacks easier burns
slower too because of its famous crimp cut Say PPJNCE
ALBERT today and pet real smoking joy

y

r

is

YOUR BEST BET

1

Gammer Ohio

Drugs

T

REASONS WHY
YOUR LAUNDRY

3

viccuung aim jr cooing

Copyright
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Dentist
High St

Mix

Beer

Compliments of

E

yOU GET

42 Proof

Prince Albert
50 PIPEFULS OF

f
S

DAY SERVICE
CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED

j

3

f

LOWEST PRICES

I

LehrerWi- lkinsonTanner

I

South Leonard

l1llllllllll

j
j
1

38

I

SMOKE 20 FRAGRANT
FULS of Prince Albert

PIPEIf you

dont find it the mellowest

tastiest pipe tobacco you ever
moked return the pocket tin
with the rest of the tobacco in it
to us at any time within a month
from this date and we will refund
full purchase price plus postaffe

Signed

R

JReynoldsTobacco

Company Winston- Salem NC

50

pipefuls of fragrant
tobacco in every 2- oz
tin of Prince Albert

I

Albert
THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE

r

r

1

Interest

21

SMOKING
Mix

i i

THE RUN- AROUND WEN
WITH FRAGRANT MELLOW

116 W High St
Phone 894

1

Hanna
circles
squash

MYERS SUPPLY CO

1

23-

i

of

f
Ia
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West Side Square
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quintet by the lopsided score
Jack Berno yearling basketeer was high scorer in this contest piling up a total of twelve
points In the other contest East
Wing eked out a victory over a
fighting North Hanna team
Gab
Pallozi
freshman captain joined
Berno in the Jjucket brigade building up a total of nine counters
which gave him scoring honors for
the game
The score in spite of
Palloozzi was East Wing 23 North

I I I I I I

1

OP AAA and OSAA

MEMBERS

Insured

M

Champagne

two more
the intra-

I I
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utmost for the Yeomen have virtually the same club that scored
twenty- eight points on last years
undefeated squad
Both engagements will be fought out in the
Shaffer pool the latter meet at

230

ill

i
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Ken-

Outstanding for the losers with
ten points was Maurice McCullough
playing his first collegiate game
The leading scorer of the evening
vvas Joe Gordon
fast breaking
guard who caged eleven points
On Saturday the Lords proved
easy meat for the Capital University hoopsters as they fell 70- 42
Chuck Amoto gained 15 points for
the loosers with Freeman hitting
the meshes for 20 points in the
forty- eight minutes he played for
Capital The Lords handed Capital
the highest scoring record in its
The old ecord
Columbus history
for the Lutherans was 68 points

IM i

i

I I

The Toledo Automobile Club

29 E Gambier St

Berl Sonenfield

tin

Its Easy To Drive Carefully

I

This coming Friday and Saturof day Kenyons mermen will attempt
to
another string of victories
the game Denisons Big Red cag- at start
the expense of Concord State
ers handed the Lords their eighth Teachers College of Athens West
consecutive loss of the season last Virginia and the Oberlin mermen
Wednesday night February 8 54- under their new coach Walter Erd33
nian
The Big Red were never headThe meet with the Teachers on
id except in the first minute as Friday at 400 P M will give Coach
Reeder opened the scoring with a line a chance to experiment with
long shot
The Granvillites led at his men in preparation for the Connaif- time 24- 13
following buckets ference meet As usual the Oberby Myer Harrison and McNamara lin meet will be a nip and tuck
which sent them to the front
affair testing the Imelmen to their
Outfighting and outshooting

Traveling

last week

JEWELER

yons weak quintet at all stages

Mermen churned
The Kenyon
their way to a 42- 33 victory leaving
Carnegie Tech in their wake last
Saturday

During the

si

MERMEN TO BATTLE IN
TRIANGULAR MEET HERE

KEEP SLATE CLEAN

MERMEN DOWN
CARNEGIE TECH HERE

INTRAMURAL

SCIILITZ

f
I
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Dietrich

C H

11

fe

with the intramural volley ball laurels
L to r Rudge Listing Reeder Jenkins

KENYON

Also

afVi l4

Above is the Middle Leonard Volley Ball squad which walked off

n

Dave
he 50

Princess

Tonight Feb 14
Kay Francis and Geo Brent in
SECRETS OF AN ACTRESS
and Dennis OKeefe and Lewis Stone
in
THE CHASER
Friday and Saturday
Roy Rogers and Mary Hart in
BILLY THE KID
and Lilli Palmer and Noel Madison
MAN WITH 100 FACES
Saturday Midnight and Sun- Mon
Deanna Durbin in
THAT CERTAIN AGE
and SWING THAT CHEER
Tuesday On Stage
RADIO CITY REVELS
on screen
LAST EXPRESS
Wednesday and Thursday
Robert Livingston and June Storey
ORPHAN OF THE STORM
and NANCY DREW

I

4

Above

At Capital
At

7

t

0-

J

Bluffton

211

Little

Follies

MEMORIAL

rid card calls for five
pi1P
pine iippparaivcps and two on fov
mi luiir utv up
iiMrons
as a
imcluuLHl
in Uie seven11HmeiMs
Tlel nelw opponents
10 lis
HoljvoHeidelberg
w Rlirtlum
ok
and Pindlay
Following is the schedule
30

PIELS

I I I I

nhHil today
c

Sept
evt

Tee

1

1

FINN

Watch for

j

Distributors of

DIN

Cary Grant Douglas Fairbanks Jr
Victor McLaglen Joan Fontaine
Wednesday Thursday
Bob Montgomery Rosalind Russell

Five

MT VERNON BEVERGE CO

j

1

o

v

j

r

SO
TASTY

r

72

s

KENYON

Pago Four

Importance of Small Liberal Arts
College Cited by P B K Secretary

PEDDIE SCHOOL

According to Dv C W Hall
placement adviser at Western Reserve University it you really want
to get a job when youre through
school the thing to do is to develop
your personality In obtaining employment for Reserve graduates
Jr Hall finds it easier to place
the lowest part of the class than
to place the mass of average students
These students fill sales jobs
very effectively because their per

I
I

Wednesday Thursday

COMING SOON

Huckleberry
Finn

Last Expess

WATCH

Wednesday and Thursday
Robert Livingston and June Storey

Nancy Drew
All Shows Now 15c

8-

I
f

I
1

JIM LYNCHS

I

SUPER SERVICE STATION

i

1

I

Store

I

Always Something Going On

M

High Street

115 W

C

Davy

I

Towing Service Day or Night

Wisner Restaurant and Hotel
Dining and Tap Room
George Wisner Prop
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I

Work Gym Credit Off
Get In Trim for Intramurals
And Have a Good Time at

I

I
1

Mgr

Mt Vernon Ohio

I

Jess Hawkins Mgr

I
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A BETTER PLACE TO EAT
315 S

Main

j

Mt Vernon Ohio
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Candies

I

I

1
1
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Soda

Lunches

THE ALCOVE RESTAURANT
Breakfast

I

Toasted Sandwiches

Luncheons

SURLAS

Dinners

PRODUCTS
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FOUNDED IN MOUNT VERNON OHIO IN 1869

Anything in Carmel and Buttered Corn
Nuts Chips and Candies
LUNCHES

j

SOUPS

SANDWICHES

QUALITY THE RINGWALT POLICY

THE CARMEL- CRISP SHOP

ONE OF OHIOS

Next To Vernon Theater
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MOST MODERN
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j

i

FRANCIS

Parties and Theater Treats

I

aT

HORTONS DINER

THE BEST
IN FOODS
133- 137 South Main St
Mt Vernon Ohio
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PITKIN
PROVISION
STORE

j

LAKE CORNELL NIGHT CLUB

f

BARREL BOWLING ALLEY
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1280
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1

I
Phone

I

SPECIALIZED MOTOR AND CARBURETOR SERVICE
11 South Mulberry St
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COMBINATION

A A A GARAGE SERVICE

I
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Firestone Auto Supply and Service

CASH AWARDS
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cant be copied
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Linco Tires and Tubes

j

j

Owned and Operated
by Kenyon Students

ii
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College Service Station

j

HARRY A BLUE

i

LUBRICATION SERVICE
TIRE REPAIRING
PRESTONE ZERONE ALCOHOL
Goodrich Tires and Tubes
Linco Batteries

I

BALLOON SHOWER
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R V HEADINGTON

m

I

BiiflTiai

i

j

of the
worlds best cigarette tobaccos

Myers Tobacco Co

f

I

1

1

5

1

I
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Copyright 1939 Liggett

Let Us Prepare Your Car For Winter
FIRESTONE TIRES
BATTERIES
AUTO SUPPLIES

1

MaiianaiiSfiansM

the blend that
the RIGHT

Barber Shop

I

Also Sunday Night

iBiimnaii

j

lie s tcrficld

WELL GROOMED
APPEARANCE

f

1

an

mmmm

master bridge authority and
player says
Its the right
combination
of keen bid
ding and skillful play of the
hands that takes the tricks

Gambier

Piece Orchestra
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DRUG STORE

I

Bring Your Date

I

mmmmm

Mt Vernon

TO BOB WHITE AND HIS

I

smsspmseM

j

S
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Dance

s

r L
TAforWPHSIMS

MILLERS CUT RATE

I

SATURDAY NIGHT

Whoopee Night

35

CIGARETTES
AT CUT PRICES

The Winning Fraternity

I
I

yiisis12tt

TOBACCOS

1

NIGHT

yf4
sssssssffiW5S

For That

QUESTION E
Cash Awards To

I

ff

C

c

CIGARS

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

I

itr

Little Princess

and

W

Wf

FOR
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1

1

Ice Follies

Orphan of the Storm

Please Order Direct

KENYON

fp

4

Mickey Rooney
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I

i

THE ADVENTURES OF

We Have No Agent On The Hill

I

Way

LOOSE

on Screen

NIGHT CLUB

Ml

FAST AND

RADIO CITY REVELS

CORNELL

mV4

When you try them you will
know why Chesterfields give
millions of men and women
more smoking pleasure
why THEY SATISFY

Bob Montgomery
Rosalind Russell in

SWING THAT CHEER
Tuesday On Stage

It With Flowers

LAKE

cigarette thats outstanding for mildness
for
for taste
aroma

Cary Grant
Douglas Fairbanks Jr
Victor McLaglen
Joan Fontaine

That Certain Age

SHARPS FLOWER STORE
Phone 895

I
I

Mil

x

baccos Chesterfield brings
out all their fine smoking
qualities and gives you a

DIN
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I

together the right kinds
of mild ripe American
and aromatic Turkish to-

GUNGA

Lunch and Fountain Service
Hot Fudge Sundaes 10c
Say

SnoiH Peasure

mmmrwmmmmmmmmm

By combining blending

Rudyard Kiplings

109 S

I

ivien youre ItiMin or A ore

1130 P M Sat Sun Mon Tue

Saturday Midnight and Suru- Mon
Deanna Durbin in

ISALY Main
STORE
St

4

is Chesterfield

Knox Countys Finest
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J

yas the

speaker at th morning convocation services at the Peddle School
Hightstown X J on Sunday February 12
The Pe- ddie School last weekend celebrated its 74th anniversary with traditional Founders Day
exercises Activities included a glee
cluh concert the annual Wintea- s
Prize Speaking Contest receptions
Cor parents and alumni
and the
presentation of awards of merit
Dr Chalmers
graduated
from
Peddie in the class of 1921

Man With 100 Faces

and

J

N

Dr Gordon K Chalmers

Memorial Theatre

Says Iersonality Is
Key To Job Getting

igiit Combination

SPEAKS AT

CHALMERS

IMen and women with a thorough knowledge of literature and history will always hate diutatorsiiips Dr William A Shinier secretary
Fwb 9j in an
of the United Chapters of ihi Jioui Kappa declared
axldjt- ss to members of the Keuyou College Alumni Association of
Okj Kaal at the University Club 1 Vest villi Street New York City
Dr Shimer spoke on the importance of the small liberal arts college
in the educational syatein
1vlainsUiy of intellectual ireehave been highly develdoin which is one of the roots of sonalities
at the expense of
usually
oped
indepenthe
is
democracy
modern
brains
their
student college for it trains its
The upper portion 01 the class olxdents without restraint in all the
suo
various branches of modern lains employment because
perior training but the average stuthought Dr Shinier said
He described Kenyon College dent is left out in the cold
which is located at Ganabier Ohio
as typical of the finest type of
Fencers Down Fees
Hmall educational organization
iilach of its iitlU men students
Ui their initial meet the newlyDr Shinier
has an oportunity
beat
the luxurious formed Kenyon Fencing Club
to acquire
said
the Manslield Amateur Fencing
tastes of art and literature for his Club
10 to 7 last Friday evening at
own enjoyment Without them his
Hall
Rosse
true
desert
is
a
mental life
With less than two months pracRefuting a recent remark by a
tice at the sport the Kenyon men
prominent educator that the pre- performed
admirably taking the
inedtcal ii A degree has outlived foil
losing the
its usefulness Li SMuiar said cpee and sabre bouts but
that the educational period of youth
has readily increased in recent
years and that the degree of adult
dntelligouce correlates
with the
Tonight Feb 14
length of youth
Kay Francis and Geo Brent in
The doctor today must deal
Secrets of An Actress
with the whole personality even
the whole body is not enough he and Dennis OKeefe and Lewis Stone
in
And he must see the
asserted
personality in its relationships to
The Chaser
society and its creative interests
Friday and Saturday
Only a thorough liberal education
Roy Rogers and Mary Hart in
as a foundation fox medical trainBilly The Kid
ing can produce such doctors
and Lilli Palmer and Noel Madison

COLLEGIAN

y

SMALL CITY STORES

